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Georgian Legal News
Refer to the Law
Amendments to the Civil and Administrative
Procedure Code of Georgia
On 8 February 2017, the Parliament of Georgia enacted
certain amendments to the Civil and Administrative
Procedure Code of Georgia that enters into force on 14
March 2017.
According to the changes, several points were added to
the admissibility of a cassation appeal; in particular, a
cassation appeal shall be admissible if the appellant
proves that:





The Supreme Court of Georgia has not delivered a decision on a similar legal
issue before;
It is probable, as a result of considering the cassation appeal, that the
Supreme Court of Georgia delivers a decision concerning the given case which
would differ from the previously existing practice concerning similar legal
cases;
A court of appeals has reviewed the case in substantial violation of substantive
and/or procedural law norms, and this could have affected the outcome of
reviewing the case;



The decision of the court of appeals contradicts the Convention for the Protection
of Human Right and Fundamental Freedoms and/or the case law of the European
Court of Human Rights concerning similar legal issues.

Case Law
An important decision (case №3ბ/374-15) made by the Tbilisi Court of Appeals on 26
November 2016 was published officially on 16 February 2017.
The main subject of discussion was the rule for administrative bodies concerning
granting commercial secret status for information and an obligation of issuing all
information that has the same – commercial secret status. The Court defines which
preconditions are required so that the information shall be considered as a
commercial secret and does not fall into the obligatory public regulation.
The Court states that when submitting information to public institutions the applicant
is then obliged to indicate which information is his/her commercial secret. Public
administrative bodies are bound to consider that the information is a commercial
secret within 10 days, except for the information that is considered as public
information under Georgia legislation.
For commercial secret status the Court specifies that the information shall meet the
requirements provided by the law. One of the main criteria is when the disclosure of
particular information might damage the competition of the applicant and the
applicant is obliged to substantiate his/her position. Moreover, willingness of the
applicant for commercial secret status is required. When submitting the information,
the applicant shall refer to the commercial secret status and the administrative
proceeding shall be concluded by the issuance of the respective Administrative act.
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